Selftheism: Transcending bestial humanity
By all means and evidence man is not self-sufficient―he is an inchoate intelligence. Even if this
is the case I can never be reticent about the very fact and opportunity that man possesses to
become self-existent. I cannot cringe in shame and call for the vassalage of man to imaginary
non-existent redeemers and advocate for the maceration and lustration of his precious
intelligence and physical body. I will never shy away from advocating the upward route towards
masterdom and divinity. I will never be a culprit in “assuming” that there must be something
higher than man; thus, he must self-mortify in obsecration of fictional entities. I will valiantly
advocate for Selftheism.
I invite you and every human to Selftheism. The only logical and sensible route that we ought to
take bringing an end to bestial humanity and its civilization. Transcending bestial humanity is
not something performed for leisure but a necessity that needs to be taken in order to have a civil
and a better world order—because human nature shapes the world in its own image. If you have
creatures with a better nature then you will have a better world; free, from mysticism, bestiality,
irrationality and other ill manifestations. Thus, if you intend to make the world a better place you
must start from yourself by transcending your bestial humanity.
I really wonder sometimes when I look into the world and observe it in chaos and disquiet; why
people are not really cognizant of their own nature that is driving and shaping the world both in
evil and good manner. Why are not people wise enough to observe themselves as incipient gods
shaping their own experiences in life? Why can’t they observe their physiology and chemistry
determining their lives and experiences? Why do they stare into empty space where nothing
exists? Why do they implore something higher than themselves; when, the solutions that they
seek and the problems that they lament about emanates from nature as a natural phenomena?
Accidents, diseases, poverty, bad temper, success, happiness, sadness or death, and life, etc. are
all natural phenomena. If this is so why attempt to escape nature?
Are they confused by the propaganda of the schizophrenic mystics who detest nature? They
should never be confused by their locution because current super naturalists are descendants of
ancient super naturalists in the ancient Middle East. They are in a state neo-delusionalism; where
they repeat what has been said and performed by ancient super naturalists―who think that the
universe is created which has been proven wrong. They say that Selftheism is the gravest “sin”
one can commit because the voices which they consider as revelations and echoes from “another
dimension” tell them that there is something higher than them but actually these voices are
echoes of their mental hedonism going down the drain. What I do not understand is that why
don’t people just evolve with reality? Why don’t they follow evidence based existence? Why not
change their minds in accordance to evidence rather be emotionally tenacious? Why do they start
a conflict with reality that they can never win?

My ideology in life i.e. amystology is founded on Ebeism any of its claims must be rescinded,
annulled and open for corrigibility if they are contradicted with reality and evidence. Thus, I
wanted to set an example by formulating something that is conducive to the wellbeing of man in
all five spectrums. Thus, according to my observation of reality—there only exists two directions
that humanity can take― masterdom and Selftheism or martyrdom and supernaturalism. If you
are a believer then you are death obsessed mystic who macerates his body to the grave; if you are
an atheist then you are the lover of life and eternity who preserves and enhances his mind and
body to divinity. It is time to make a decision in which direction to go; it is time to choose
between humanity and divinity; it is time to either transcend or descend; it is time to move
forward in the evolutionary line or to vitiate backwards into oblivion. The rise of nature is
inevitable; because we are seeing it on the ground notwithstanding the opinions and ideologies of
several mystics. They will hopefully come back to their senses when the sober up from their
vagary about supernaturalism and when their reason assumes authority. They will come to their
senses when they come down from burn out from their zealotry. Thus, finally I would like to
reiterate the idea that the purpose of life must be the rise of nature and Selftheism must be the
right direction forward. Take care of your mind and body―be self-sufficient. It does not matter
whether the science i.e. technology is ready for eternity and Selftheism or not —transcendence is
the right ideological vantage point and must be promoted until it does.

“Selftheism is the next logical step after atheism.”

